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Double Counterpoint.
HOME.

Mme. Albani sailed for Europe April 23d.
Max Strakosch died in New York, March 17th.
Dr. Carl Martin is to sing in several of the May
Festivals.
Aus der Ohe will spend the summer in Germany and
Switzerland.
Edward Lloyd, the famous tenor of England, is now
filling engagements in this country.
D’Albert appears with the Boston Symphony Society
at the Auditorium, Chicago, May 7th.
The Connecticut Music Teachers’ Association is to be
held in Bridgeport, July 5th, 6ih and 7th.
Theodore Thomas now places the compositions of
American composers on his programmes.
Mr. J. De Zielinski gave a series of piano lecture
recitals in Buffalo, N. Y., the past season.
The Morgan Harp and Organ Matinees have been
very popular during the past Lenten season.
The American Composers’ Association gave their
second concert April 28th, in New York City.

Otto Hegner has met with great su
certs given in London.

Joseph Barnby has been elected
Guildhall School of Music.
Hans von Bulow gave a concert for
of the Philharmonic Orchestra.
Ignaz Brull’s one act opera, “
made a great success in Munich.
Dr. Richter will conduct the. conce
Musical and Dramatic Exhibition.
Johann Strauss is expected t<5 m
cpuntry with his famous orchestra.
Tolstoi’s oldest sou has composed a
which is highly spoken of by the Russi
Anton Rubinstein and Saint Saens
at the Vienna Musical and Dramatic E
August Klugharet's oratorio, “Inte
was sung at the Martin Luther Churc
Good Friday.
Mme. Clara Schumann has resig
principal professor of music in the Fr
atory on account of ill health.

Mme. Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler played the Chopin
SOMETHING ABOUT EXPE
F minor concerto with the Thomas Orchestra in Chicago.
All exaggeration in feeling leads t
M. Steinert, of New Haven, Conn., will exhibit his
by the repeated application of the sa
celebrated collection of instruments at the Vienna Expression to different subjects the style
hibition
mannerism. The real beauty and effe
Kansas City musicians united in giving a concert of and decrescendo, the accelerando and
the compositions of Mr. Alfred Charles Moss, a musician in their well-defined and carefully-wei
of their city.
in their regulated growth and decline
ing animation, and almost imperce
Paderewski was greeted with an audience of immense
size in his last New York City appearance. He carried calmness and quiet.
Anachronism in feeling is another g
away with him $50,000.
player has a right to introduce into
The Cincinnati May Music Festival begins May 24th incompatible with the period in whic
and ends the 28th. Seven programmes will be given, If we were to play a simple, unpreten
rendered by noted artists
ing, Gavotte of Sebastian Bach wit
energy and. dash which it is quite-righ
The American Music Society gave fourteen pieces by
mtive l meri ian con >sers t its s - fa 1
s. ng, 1 execution of Weber’s brilliant Polacc
we were to play Handel’s “ Harmon
M son & Hamlin’s wareroonrs
in the same style ms Thalberg’s “ Hom
Mr. Franz Rummel’s series of historic piano recitals this would be anachronism ; because
have been & feature of the past season in New York, and ploying certain means which the state
have been largely attended by musicians and students.
in Bach’s time did not admit, and ther

tones in an entire phrase after hearing it sung or played between a whole note and a half not
once, it will be but a short time before she will be able remember how many of one kind are e
to remember an entire period of melody after having another, a few explanations, if any, abo
taken the phrases separately. When this point is given, and then the study of “practical ”
If the pupil instructed in such a ma
reached it will be necessary to train the harmonic sense
by teaching her something about forming chords and inborn feeling of time, or is fortunate en
the principal chords of a key, both to recognize and it for himself, he will never know or fee
form the chords independently and when connected into time, simply because his attention was n
cadences. It will then be easy to teach her the accom¬ Teaching the values of nptes does no
paniment to any melody that she may wish to play. more than teaching fractions would mea
In the pupil’s first.lessons instruction
This process can be shortened very much by a proper
be
given. The following is a good w
management of the technical practice. Upon this side
I recommend the Mason two-finger exercises for forming plain, simple music for the pupil; make
the touch, and the Arpeggios, both from the diminished “ beats” of time ; make him observe h
chord and the triads, to be practiced week and week about beats occur; indicate the occurrence o
alternately. If in connection with these, the proper the hand or foot; let the pupil do the
changes in rhythm be given and the direct and reverse “ count” yet; let the pupil also find th
motions properly combined, in order to make the arpeg¬ self, while you play. The pupil should
gios both ascending and descending, you will find that the beating of the pulse in mnsic ; he
the keyboard mastery will proceed very rapidly, and the the regular current of life-blood Sowin
application of rhythm to the exercises will secure her should know that there is motion in mu
attention and interest to carry each one through to the ! is a leading and important property of
A pamphlet recently came into my ha
end. Moreover, the combination of several changes in
one practice scheme will make her careful to observe of the neglected idea of motion in mn
the exact intonation, for when you have four chords to important feature in the aesthetics of mn
play in succession, each having four tones and each dif-1 M. Sparmann, the author of this pam
fering from the other in only one tone, you will find the thought that if all arts imitate or r
that the attention becomes very much sharper. I should then music represents motion. Althou
not recommend the use of any instruction book at all view of mnsic differs from these, still I
in a case like this, but devote the best part of the lesson little book to those who enjoy reading in
hour to assigning the arpeggios or other exercises for the underlying principles of our art.__
developing the fingers, ’Sind give all the remainder of the
The exercises in discovering the b
time to teaching her the particular part of-a piece which tried over and over again with the pu
has been agreed upon.
rest assured that it has been thoroug
The fact yon mention at the start, that what she and never omit reviewing it in later less
learns one minute she forgets the next, indicates a pupil has the idea of “ beats,” then ask
mental condition incident to childhood, and it will very tell the difference between a march, or a
soon give place to something more stable, especially and invariably he will Bay he can. Perh
under the training I here mention. The critical part of out any trouble, but when you ask him
this course yon will find will be the selection of pieces
for study. These at first must be easy enough to be
'■f, &.ttem{ at n Ant ,
jf M Sc
J

mate of the relatives rank of great composers excites
interest, and piques curiosity from the start.
Rubinstein goes on to state his artistic creed. He
believes that instrumental music is superior to vocal,
because (1) it has much wider range of tones and of
execution, aK well as of tone qualities, and hence is
much more nearly commensurate with the range of
emotional experience which it is the function of music
to express ; (2) because words are totally incapable
of expressing emotion; (3) because in the highest joy
or deepest sorrow no human being resorts to words to
express what he feels; but may hum or sing a melody
to himself without intelligible words ; (4) because the
instrumental works of the great masters express the
tragic incomparably with more power than does any
opera, by any master, however great.
The first of these points would seem to be well taken,
and is confirmed rather than refuted by the fact that some
of the greatest scenes in the Wagner music-dramas, such
as the death of Siegfried, may be transferred to the con¬
cert stage and intrusted to the orchestra alone without
serious loss. And we remind ourselves also of the purely
instrumental portions of these works, such as the intro¬
duction to the third act of Lohengrin, The Ride-of the
Valkyries, The Wald-Weben, etc., which need no words
to define their character. It is singular, at least, that
Rubinstein should overlook such illustrations as these,
and that he should deny to their author the possession
of genius of th< highest rank.
In connection with the third point, the writer has had
occasion to observe a curious confirmation of Rubinstein opinion (at 1c at ,« nay t rn out to be ?ueh) in
the fact that some of our native aborigines, in songs
which very strikingly express their deepest and most
powerful emotions, employ only meaningless words,
chosen apparently, simply for convenience in tone pro¬
duction,
A .• gar i hesee >n •
’ j urth p« inta - v hil it is In •
mg\ 4 s i c > i . tak nt themselves, can only expres
ideas, and awaken emotions only indirectly through
those ideas; it is nevertheless true that all our deepest
feelings are connected with ideas, and so inseparably

tion, where well defined ideas ar
! the human mind. It is probably
far as regards all feelings condi
human relations* music gains in e
ciation with words, and especial
of words, scenery, and action in
considerations which Rubinstein
looked, and the omission makes
and one sided, especially in his
later concerning Mozart, Weber,
had given such considerations as
whole estimate of opera would pro
and especially would his com
Wagner be modified. I say “ m
aversion to Wagner seems to
personal matter, apart from any
He disliked Wagner’s aggressiv
his perpetual self-assertion and po
It is only natural, too, that an Is
should be somewhat less than cor
of “Judaism in Music”; and
human nature that the author o
hardly enjoy the spectacle of Ba
wide success of works whose
whose author he dislikes; while
comparatively little notice. It is
pect Rubinstein of motives in th
it would probably not be unjust
personal bias in estimating the va
Wagner and on opera in general.
Rubinstein is by no means lac
great music and musicians, howev
mate of the development of m
He not only does ample justice
Schubert and Chopin, but estimate
Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart,
with great warmth of feeling and w
He ranges the whole field of mu
>n n sarly ev ■; important chara
his imaginary convex v n ant
ing and nt motive. Hit curio
Glinka, in spite of his being, pr

supreme command of the economies of movement. In
Rubinstein there is an. excess of the emotional, and
while at times he reaches the highest possible standard
his impulsive nature and lack of self restraint are con¬
tinually in his way, frequently causing him to rush ahead
with such impetuosity as to anticipate his climax, and,
having no reserve force to call into action, disaster is
sure to follow. He does not economize his strength to
good advantage, but uses up his power too soon. Com¬
parisons are not always profitable, but maybe permitted
in mild form on account of the instruction they convey.
Thus, of five prominent pianists, in Liszt we find the
intellectual-emotional temperament, while Rubinstein
has the emotional in such excess that he is rarely able
to bridle his impetuosity. Paderewski may be classified
as emotional intellectual,—a very rare and happy blend¬
ing of the two temperaments,—and Tausig was very
much upon the same plane, while Von Billow has but
little of the emotional, and overbalances decidedly on
the intellectual side. There must always be two general
classes of pianists—those whose interpretation changes
with every mood, while the playing always remains
poetic, fervent, artistic, and inspired, because it is impos¬
sible for them to do violence to the musical nature which
they have received by the grace of God, and others whose
playing lacks warmth and abandon, notwithstanding the
fact, that it is careful, conscientious, artistic, and in the
highest degree finished. The performances of the latter
are invariably uniform, and are exact to such a degree
that one can anticipate with great accuracy each accent,
emphasis, nuance, and turning of phrase, from beginning
to end. Of these classes Rubinstein and Biilow present
good illustrations in contrast.

How Many Lessons a Week ?—“ Do the best you
can ” is always my advice. If finances prevent daily
lessons, have three a week; if this is impossible, two or
even one a. week, but always remember that it pays to
have frequent lessons.
Why?
Because interest is
maintained, since beginners, especially childrenpcannot
be trusted to practice by themselves, and those more
advanced will prepare a lesson as well in two or three
days as in a week ; hence time is. gained. At least three
times the ground may be gone over in ten weeks with
two lessons a week as with one, the same amount of
practice being kept up in both cases. The most impor¬
tant and interesting points cannot be mentioned if all the
time has to be taken up in merely technical work,
which becomes necessary in most cases where lessons
are too far apart.—S. W. Van Deman.

tain finger tricks; that the mind of
vated, as well as the fingers; that the c
be such as not only to make a mere
above all, to form a musician ; finally, t
be placed before the pupil which his
comprehend. There is an increasing
to pupils compositions far above the
and their comprehension. If it be
Shakespeare or Milton in the hands o
less so with certain musical works ?
of sound. Like that of words, it ha
own, in which to express its ideas a
In order to awaken in others the sym
of the artistic sentiments expressed
whether musical or literary, it is ab
that we should ourselves understand i
tiful quotations of poetical inspira'io
a person ignorant of their meaning w
effect, and lose all their beauty.
Sometimes parents, being desirou
children perform fashionable dances
much influence the teacher as to ca
other more useful studies. A conscie
always oppose such desires.
We would commit an injustice w
article without remonstrating against t
tiality of some persons for “ Gentlem
detrimentof u Lady teachers.” Mech
means a criterion by which to judge o
fications; and although female teach
generally, the execution of their mu
the innate qualities inherent to their
mildness, and delicacy of feeling, ren
charge their duties conscientiously an

Counterpoint—Beethoven’s Idea

temerity to introduce a dissonant
there, sometimes leaving it abruptly,
it without preparation,—I hope this
and that the Judices doctissimi, if nev
the Elysian fields, wilLnot shake the
I did this to preserve the vocal melo
be responsible for it before any tribun
and good taste. Passages that are e
not far fetched or difficult to hit cann
severe laws are only imposed upon us
writing what the human voice canno
takes care not to do this need not fea
fetters, or at least to make them less
caution is much the same as timidity.
thoven,

the top of the hand, the finger
. , t <’>’
«-*
wh*
practice* they will right them
natural position
Mr. Leckner.—This is a subjec
but in brief, nse all legitimate m
of the hand, so that all knnckle
good Way to reach it is to drop t
finger slightly, leaning the hand
ing on the little finger always to
Ques \> ■ 8.-—Should th inger that - * ::-‘t- key
keys. A great many advantage
Iowq
astain the weight of the for arml Th< idea
position of the outside of the ha
being to employ the arm in holding down a key and so
Question 11.—Should the wr
prevent it trying to take part in producing the new
tone.
or
lower than the knuckle or; mi
tone. ,

arm is re ammend^d. Consume only as mucl strength
■ s is abs >1 it lj nee® isary ft r pr< ;>* or m turd.
inent of the lower arm. Do not screw the elbow into
he nde of the body; no extend it, is though yon mis
took the arm for a wing spread for flight. Adjust the
pianb'stool so that with erect body the lower arm will
form a horizontal line from the elbow to the top of the
keyboard after the hand has been placed properly there¬
on.4
■
.

Virgil-ln Ike
early training
training of
the
keigkt of the sent in tkla con
Answer—Mr. Virgil.—In
the early
of the
fingers they ahonld tonch toe. keys very lightly; only the
Answer—Mr. Virgil. The qu
natural weight of the hand from the wrist shoald be put
fhe wrist wbs. answered in th
upon them, no arm pressure at all, and yet the • keys previous questions. The heigh
-It. be held folly down. The ordinary resistance of «* that when the hand, sre i
piano keys is twice too great, even for an adnlt. beginner. and the arms hang naturally f
The idea of employing the arm to hold a key down to underside of the forearm at t
prevent I - taking r s’ ^ in > ? >dnc n , the
J tope is on inch above the level of the whit
Mr. Wolsieffer.—It should be
of,the. greatest, absurdities in the world 1 it is .the .very
habit, which has ,ruined more players than any, other. at leas, on a level with th* top
Whoever resorts to arm pressure to keep a finger from lower. As to the height of the
taking,part in producing the next tone, ia,forcing the; will apply;

to

/£

finger to take
toko a
neonepienons
partfc in notetopping
^.-^e wri« *„
eoi spi :non 1 pa
not, {topping the Inet
la. t
tone .at :the.proper time, which is a greater wrong, if with the back of the hand and t
possible, than the .one he is trying to avoid. , This height of the seat is referred to
wrong nse of the arm is the greatest and most fruitful

Question 12.—Do yon recom

cause of bad tonch that I know of. . Bad tonch is com- mg, up-and-down movement ot
mon, for two principal reasons: 'First, it is common for playing? This supposes that if
learners at the beginning.tp'make use of too heavy a loosely.

tonch ; second, it is not posaible, by prevailing/oandaAnswer—Mr. Virgil.—If a
tional methods, to implant in the brain and fingers, at rect finger action, for. the lega
ithe outset, the sense’of a pnre and perfect finger iiction, beginning learns to control lie
which action., of course, involves a. complete, control .of the arms .and^,hands, .there wil
nerves and mnscles,well as fffagere. .If,the foundaional tqaehsr''kmwB.wh^ to-doj.aM-.fchcn doss ib,pm
things.at-thc-tprpper.„timet wMch..;if;h^fore’fte.,mind;of
the pupil is engaged in other nnd, for the time perjhaps,

undulating wrist movement, e
jp^to;:tiiaoh )«.,,tq,;,kqlep. a sup
scheme; and saiiterfqgeS jane re
skill. Knowing positively how

Take a comprehensive and broad outlook upon your art. tice on the easy and already

A CONVERSATION

FOR pupiir.

Don’t forget that the better your teacher is, the more
necessity there is for you to do superior practice. By
the way, that is what good teaching means.
Don’t v- h< p< f re it pup 1 in youi
acher’s class
About what grade do you now occupy ? Why'not take
Don’t lose sight of the fact that when you have a
lesson well learned you look forward to the lesson hour
with pleasure.
^
.
Don’t sit too high, for it prevents a good touch.
Recent tendency calls for the elbows to be about two
inches below the key level

jP.—441 have never thought
might study and never get to t
willing to do anything, for I w
T.—44 You wish to be thoro
in your favoi b sides, ‘ ra
erally, in mind and temperam
cation that your^talent is sup
of art.”
*. P.—-“It certainly is kind
tell me all this.”
T.—44 We shall always try
being interested. HeiC com
bye.”
'

Rondo with 3 Themes, “A minor“C major” and “A ma
&) According- to the pupil’s ability.
. .
d) The mark j indicates a division between the^hrases.
^
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and there I hear him. too, like Haydn, speak the Vienna
dialect. Hellos of music I would call him 1 He has
illuminated all forms of music with his splendor, on one
arid all impressed this stamp of the goddike. We are at
a loss which to admire moBt in him, his melody or his
technic, his crystal clearness or the richness of his
invention.. The symphony mujG minor (this uniewm of
symphonic lyric), the last movement of the “Jupiter”
Symphony (this unicum in symphonic technic); the
overtures to the “ Zauberflote,” or to “ Figaro’s
Hocbzeit” (these unica of the merry, the fresh, the godlike), the ftequiem (this unicUnt of sweet tbhe-in:sdrroW),
the Pianoforte Fantasias,1 the String Quintette in-G
minor; in the latter it is not nninteresting to see verified
how,greatly wealth of melody{outweighs everything else
in music. We demand generally, in quartette style, a
polyphohic^treatment- of the voices; here, however,
horn ophony reigns, th e very, simplest accompaniment to
every theme that enters, and we revelrin the enjoyment
Of this dirine; ihclodie : arid at last, besides all these, the
wonderful instrumental works, the wonderful operas|
Gliick, itiri true; had achieved great thihgs in the opera
before him—^es, opened new paths—-hut in comparison
with Mozart he is, so to say, of stone. Besides, JMozart
has the merit of having removed the opera from the;iCy
pathos of mythology intb real life, into the,purely human,
and from the Italian to the. German language, and
thereby to a national path. The. most remarkable feature of hia operas is the hmsical characteriatio he has
given to every figure, so that each acting personage'- has
become an immortal type. It is true that .thehappy
choice of. material and its excellent scenic trea^raen|t wa8
of great aseistancein this.
text t6 the f ‘ Magic-Flute n i8 generauy considered childish and ludicrous! ?
I hold a coutrary opinion—even if it were only on account of the variety it bfiers to the mnsicianf bathetic;
fantastic, lyric, comic; naive, romantic, dramatic; tragic;
yea, it wpuld be hard to find an expression that is wantng in it, ; The case is,sarne in
Juaju. Itris
evident the genius of a Mozart was reqnired to reprpdnce
it all Kise ally, as he has done4- bas such Gpera texts
might^inoite^less g -niai composers to^iritelrestsiig wbrlu
:;i;.:Butthat^hich'A^-hiaa:maqei;he,aion6;couldf-make:id-f
■;Xes;;@;gbd-like creationTT-all flqoded with lightiMyfh;
nearing Mozart :I’.'always" wish to ■ exciaimi- * Eternal.
sunshine in miisic, fHy name is Mozart!” ; a

.

.!

l

.' -• ;

'
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now rejoices pyer humanity, no
u/n?f f meri7 over thena, an
w“2? 7.ln.®onl^e?®n® V ,
.7 e^>
w,“ ‘>e .difficult- to
with you in reg&; to Bee: ao
aA™lr® m“L* ... v - . :
.
v°Sie ^1^
gard to which I Cannot rsfmn
for example, 1 ^consider
hid
inexistence to-day, because it
m every particular ; because,a w
“P81®®" charactoristic, there is
melody 5 because, notwithstand
chestra, the latter does notepe
npon the tage,..but lets tnem.s
cause every tone of it comes fr
°^f ke 8°nl ar^ roust-reach the
still it is the generally accepted
couldnot be anyopera compore
‘‘Mm solemn^ ” &b one of h
is generally regarded as snc^
May I ask why it does, not fi
Because, aside from the pu
which in many ways I do hot s
whole; composition a being w
putes with Him, but does no
Him as. he has done so beau
Lieder ” (“ Spiritual Songs ”)
the opinion that the use of the
ment . of the Nipth -Symphqn
for a culmination of the music
cal ^ehse ‘for the hymphqhy in
trary, that after the “nnnttcr
movements he intended-to .h
hence the last movement, with
(with words). I do riot believ
ls intehded as the Ode.tb Joy,
It is said that Schiller was
received to writeJEreude inste
of |reedona).^^thatiBieethq
it, most decidedly, J oy is no
it‘is there; hut freedom must
begins pianissimo •

;rT7*nd-|V;eedomvtqfq;ris;A’;y^r
t he'ea^hes character of'the th
Millionen” (“ Be emhfhce'd;-

k ya i medium of 82 re sion pract
lly s umes its in seventh are sharped, but in the as
dependence and works out his ideas in strict accordance descending scale reverting to the
with that assumption. Its very indefiniteness, its subtle which the sixth and seventh are f
dependence on the third of its scale, lend a special charm the harmonic form. The reason
to the minor mode. It seems to belong to the age when that in ascending the minor effec
‘ musiQ*. heavenly m id was yonnj ’ iti shifting int i minor third is heard, and that this
vals making upon ears accustomed to the firm tonality the upper tonic is reached. In d
of modern times a misty and veiled effect, which proves the sixth and seventh both be sha
given, so that the ear expects a ma
peculiarly attractive to composers.
i e< m tosition n a i iii oi k jy gi es he «m >r< salon * I pected minor third makes a dis
% g ii w )m« itary i ngt -J los ng it 1 1 ice,
t
while if the natural or harmonic f
pling over into a major, and, as a matter of fact, nothing! prepared for the minor third bef
is more common than a composition or a movement: thus spared an unpleasant shock,
b( ginninj ii * mi i >r • ej an i ndin| in a major 1 y
In major effect is more natnral to on
such a case it generally ends in the corresponding or
In all these forms of the mi
parallel major, i. e., the key having the same tonic.
invariably minor, so that the mos
This has been one objection to the theory of the de-; question: What is the difference
pendence of minor upon major, it being argued that if and a minor scale ? wonld be: A
the minor is only a form or piece of its relative major,, which the third is major, two who
the most natural change would be into that key and not1 is one in which the third is min
into the parallel major. This objection can be met as; half.
follows: modern tonal demands a definite tonality and
* i teach s g, t gen si ill’ go to t
has sought to supply It, to the minor scale by sharping relative major, which is first playe
its seventh. This gives a leading tone to the scale and tive minor in the natural form, t
a major dominant chord to the key, and endows the tonic it is the same m the -major begin
with a quasi independence, which it must have for prac¬ su th h . ree, the finger T g foi thi
tical purposes. By the raising of its third the dominant ing with that of the parallel m
chord becomes the same as that of the parallel major, cases it corresponds with its relat
and thus springs up a relationship between two keys which and C sharp minor in the right h
■were originally but slightly allied, a relationship which is minor in the left hand. The
largely artificial.
introduced by sharping the seven
Examples of a minor key ending in its relative major I generally choose for permane
are, however, not rare, such as Schumann’s Grillen, theoretical reasons and for the m
Meyer-Helmnnd’s song, “ Dein gedenk ich, Margeretha.” be derived from the practice of
A major key ending in the minor is almost nnheard of; Lastly the melodic minor scale i
Schubert’s Impromptu in E flat is the only instance I arities explained as abqve, noting
can recall at present. Most of Bach’s organ fugues in Angering in cerjtrin keys due to
mi lor keys end with the major chord.
its ascending and descending sca
All this seems to show that in minor keys the centre
Thus taken in t
r seq
of
the
m
n
of gravity is easily disturbed, that harmonic balance is
best attained through the major mode. Taking as my nth each other, a
no stud
n
self wit
sf minor upon in formin the

'
~
“ The advantage of living does not consist in length
of days, but in the right improvement of them,” said
Montaigne, and in giving a lesson, it is not the time
spent but the ideas given that makes the lesson of
worth. True teaching consists of leading the pupil to
find out the next step for himself, and not in telling it to
him. When he finds out a fact for himself he is pleased,
interested, and remembers it; 1)ut when he is told, he
takes no interest and neither understands nor remem¬
bers the fact explained.
-—

not a gradual quickening of
supposed advapeement in l
gnt leads to establishing a f
disaster, of surely breaking
off till the head and hands a

AMBI

BY ERNST B

MORE THAN ONE SIDE.

Both teachers and pupils are too much inclined to be
satisfied when they see bat one side of what a piece of
music consists. There' are three sides to the study of
any piece: its technical, the poetical, and its expressional. The piece should be analyzed minutely till it is
clearly understood in all of its parts, the best touch decided upon for each passage and effect, the amount of
force to be given to every part, and the points where the
phrases divide and the accents and climax of each.
Tjr,
,,
,
,,
.
,, e
When the pupil can play the piece well from these
, , . .
, v
ii r
t. j i
. j
standpoints, and has all of its hard places worked up
till they go easily, he is ready for its msthetical study;
to exercise his taste and let his emotions come into play,
to give place to his imagination, to give life and an effective vitality to the piece. But how few take a comprehensive view of a composition and see it in all of its
phases. . An educational journal has to say of this
,
,
e „
< T\-ar
.
• j . ,
broader outlook as follows:
Different minds take
4
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ea8|®8*> 8 or*;eB*1 Piece 1D
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^ta? ar ™a81c a a881ca
d'Scult. Then should com
mnsie, such as requires gr
,
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ells ; their disgust at the higher art only gravitates them dance, and without a search. Th
more forcibly to the loW.
second movement are built on a mo
This is precisely the case in music, only not so dangerous, for the simple reason that music cannot express
as low thought as literature. We may repeat that all
popular music is not trash, nor are all ephemeral novels
Hanccrnns
dangerous.
.
,
The only way to overcome this antipathy against high
art is to fortify the pupil’s reason against the lower
forms.
This can ool, be done by perseveriog and
jndWoos eaplMations of the msthetical laws that go.era high art. Theory ana harmony are invaluable here
if annlied carefnllv
ii 1
......
'
People are generally less discriminating in art than
they are in literature. : You will often find that people
who read the best literature will prefer the poorest trash
to the classics
From that one mav come to the conto the classics. *rom that, one may come to the con
elusion that it is all a matter or cultivation. Educate
the pupil once to the point where he can see the triviality of trashy music and his reason and taste will at once
reiect it for all neonle however ignorant desniRR
reject it, lor ail people. However ignorant, despiBe
superficiality when it is made apparent.
“ The ordinary pupil cannot be surfeited with arsthetical culture, and the teacher who takes the loftiest forms
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t_ Wpher the sun of the Germ
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compositions are especially distingui
Sonata in A flat deserves the nam
more than any similar work by any
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Schumann is the evening of th
school. When he is soft and tende
a mild and _lovely summer evenin
8tormiuS and roaring one can easily
a0n8 ^mte^ nJg j
Nextt° -j
composer who had the most decide
followers, and he founded a schoo
now a great number of enthusia
Sonata, in F sharp minor might b
*t ls.a powerful work, having the
and depth. The 8onata is like a g
scape in which the first, third an
stand out as three high and fantas
8arround*Dg a lovely valley, ^he sec

of thought and utilizes them in his business interests, will
Chopin, also a master of the ro
very likely be the most successful. Ihe broader a gen- not belong exclusively to one n
eral education the musician possesses, the more valuable Poland, educated by German mu
will be his services as a teacher.”
dying in Franpe, he had no home;
found a home in every country in th
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deserves the name of tone-poet, he
A very , good exercise to commence one’s practice ® flat minor Sonata the third mo
with is to nlav thromrh the evcle of maior nr minor

Mitcheson, Alary F-, Petite Ber- Bacb,8., Loure.in G.
— ceuse.
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V.
Rubinstein, A., Marche A la
Kavanagh, I., Op. 2, Polonaise
Turque
Antique.
Beethoven, Op. 34 No. 2, Andante
Von Wilrn, N., Op. 14 No. 2,
Celebre.
Canzonetta.
’
[Moszkowski, M., Op. 28 No. 2,
Houseley, Henry, Dance Antique,1 Germany.
Bye-Gone-Days.
Chopin, F., Op.28 No.' 15. Prelude.
Handel,
Op. 92, Nc
i
Mend
jh 0|
2 No. 6 print
De Kbniski, A.,Op. 370, Menuet, Song,.
Louis XV.
Schubert, F., Op. 78, Menuetto in
Chopin F., Op. 40 No. 1., PoloB Minor.
naise.
Bubinstein, A., Op. 10, KammenSchumann, R., Op. 23, Nocturne
noi-Osirow.
in F.
Schumann, B., Op. 12 No. 2,
Bubinstein, Anton, Op. 3 No. 1,
Soaring.
Melody in F.

vol. ii.
of'Thee.
’ *
in tbeJirovef ’ 0p‘ 19 No‘ 2’
Moeiiing, Theo., Elfin Dance.
Hofer, w. L., Op. 12, Tarantella
Un the HU
1 - ,
Man , w.
Oj in No ,1 Had
w
Cl Sail r Boy
Polonaise
.. .Focrster, Ad., Op. 63, Peace of Goldoeck, R., Op. 12, L’Amazone,
Evening. B., Angels’Voices.
.
n^azurkw
n 36. Air,
a Moldave
itr
Goerderler,
Goldner,
W., Op.
Geibei, A., Bohemian Melody.
Mazurka.
Biehl, A., Op. ill, Chiming Belts. Ganz, W;, Op. ii. Words of Love,
Meyer, L., Alice, Valsede Salon. De Kontski, A., Op. 369, Persian
Doro, E., Break of Morn.
March,
Macfarren W., Golden Slumbers. Wieniawski, H., Kuyawiak, Polish
Goerdeler, R., Italian Peasants’ Dance.
,
Dance,
mi
n j
, , . ,
,
The Gady edition of Mendelssohn’s Songs without
.Words has met with great praises from the profession.
It makes all the other editions superfluous. The volnme does not contain all; the uninteresting ones have
been eliminated. It sells for the low sum of 75 cents
with liberal discount to the profession. All special
offers for the work have been withdrawn.ttt
• .
.
, ,
m
,
j
We expect,soon to complete the senes of Touch and
Technic. The last volume, on Octave and Bravoura playing, is now in course of engraving, and will be ready for
delivery Jane 15th. We will send thiB last volume, IY,
_ ,

,

Ans.—To yonr query how
nounced, I wonld say that it iB
Dep-pe, the final e spoken as
or in the French article le. A
should be
pronounced as if w
■■■■'.
know in Boston the r is always

Ques.—-Can you give me th
dictionary that does not cost ov

Ans.—One of the best is W
nouncing Dictionary of Music
sides the Italian, etc., words, w
phonetic spelling, It lias the n
r
r
at
comp >s r° nd 1 rt oiogri m

QuES.—I am at a loss to kno
ing *• perfect” intervals. It is
each interval major as it occur
then modify it accordingly. 1 s
an(J J want to ask if it is not b

» „
T. . .
. a. ■
Ans.—It is tine that Stain
sought to simplify the nome
,,
^ mg all the scale intervals
not so very important a mat
unwise to ignore the distinctio
and octaye8 and the other co
, . , .
- .
and sixths) as regards inver
sixths become minor by inversi
_
_ „,
,
consonant fourths, tilths, and
consonances when inverted, b
contracted without becoming

jtr Sdebrnib6f0re P“l>limi<)“' “perfect” » l-rhap8 as goc,d
Tr ,
■'
•
intervals so distinguished.

o’M.SKil'SiSfe
tain all the best Piano 6uideB of the best composers,
They will be selected with a view to the modern style of
piano playing and will be a supplement to Mason’s
Touch and lechnic. The three-yolumes will reach a
grade near Czerny’s Velocities. We will send these two
volumes to all who subscribe in advance, for 26 cents
each. Cash must accompany the order. The offer closes
June 15th.

“eteeplifications”

fee*8*
Ques.—DtJes an accidenta
affect the^octave of the note
My understanding is that an a
of the same name in a measur

Ans. An accidental affec
name throughout the measure,

Twenty-two pages of the best easy four-hand music,
selected for the development of taste, sight reading,
and
time. The secondo part is of about
tto same grade . the prim
>00 composers are
ieinecke, Lo
Jurlitt, N nmai 1, Weber, Lo m.4
horn, etc.
No. 2. Grade VII...
One of the finest of modern compositions; Beauti¬
ful in melody and rich in. harmony. A fine concert
- piece and a superior one for teaching purposes.
1180. Bryant, Gilmore W. Absence and
Presence. Song for Soprano or
Tenor. Compass, middle 0 to A
flat above the staff, or G as a.
choice note. Grade IV..
Words and music are beautiful. It is a superiorconcert sorig of the best order. A good piece for study,
for but few of its notes go to the extremes of the
voice’s compass.

■ •

■ '

1181. Cheesewright, F. H. My True Love
Hath my Heart. Duet for Alto
and Tenor. Grade III.....................
A good duet for home or concert use. The parts are
easy and the compass medium;
1182. Gade, N. W. Scherzo (Aquarellen).
Op. 19, No. 2. Grade IV..
One of this celebrated composer’s best pieces.for
teaching and home use. It calls for good work from
tl«, left nan 1. Fat ile fi agei wc rk f i deman le i
11S„
1

| Beethoven. Allegretto from 7th )
Symphony, Simplified. f
- da iti
• ■ S i rise (
^
Symphony. (Theme.) Grade I.. J
.Ti
pieces for beginners. The Beet
number gives good wrist or Hand touch.practice, and
the Haydn piece gives practice in the clear arid legato
delivery of a melody.
. .

J

1184. Jimgxnann, A.- By Moonlight;.- : Op.
314/No. A Gradelll .
A captivating melody; This piece . gives superior
practice for the study of the clinging touch and for
bringing out: a mel ay clearly above itslaccompani-:
menu A fine piece for musicales or home playing.

Reed Organ and annotated by

1196. Richards, Brinley.
...

35

36
, f

30

>5

15

a

05

S

( Onkel, Ting. Th©Ouokoo’a\
1186,1 oSel5i^’Tyroleseand l1
v

Gfeiid...J

*
ged b Chi 1
W U
effective and charming Seed
private or public use. Introdu
effect.
1196. Mine. It roc bio:
A fine piece for home
. arranged for the Reed Organ
This piece is a c.
-e gem.
1197. loe ini. Guju> An
Ar .ged for the Beed Organ
with
d
of E sini’s p alar classic m
piece. Brilliant yet not difficu
1198. Gurlitt. Idylls. Gr
Annotated by Charles W.'L
introduce some of the specie
the Rf l C
1199. ] &rsbei-g. 1 ie Fou
I?h
npositioniB
for tlie Reed Organ by Charle
manner as to fully bring out
able for home < Lurch use.
1200. Liqhner. Mattie’s
No. 2. Grade II ...
Arranged and annotated f
Charles W.;
a. This is
piece calling for some specia
practice.
\
;
1201. M .. - t.
Gloria.
is . Grade IV
Am ;ed and
f
Charles W. Landon, This re
liantly yet-not difficultly ada
forexl
1202. Eeisberg, F. J. Bag
A bright and effective pie
young player.
1203. Hollsander, A. Mar
Fully, annotated and.with an
‘ renowned'pianist arid iriusicia
This is one of his choicest co
perb compp'BiUori for public us
1204. Kavanagh, Ignatius
Op. 3. Gk$3le V
-1
A briUlarit/piece fo» good
Ils.' Esjp&ially fine for pub
table practice points.
1205. GoldneivW. Solitud

‘6°

::

Belightfril little 'melodies .for beginners..' Wiil.be
appreciated by teachers as frirniehirig something really
good of the first grade, and by pupils as being pleasing
and decidedly Interesting.
.
-1186. Behr, F. Will o’ the Wisp. Op. 309,
No. 2. Grade .......»
Not only a pleasing arid interesting little gem; but
valuable for the study of the hand or wrist toach. All
eburdsand inteirralaless thanan octave.Theoontent
iBpartlcuiariyXilming aridcleartothe c«mprehensiois

i •;

A beautiful piece and valu
.Makes a, fine piece for playing

1206. Bshdow, Wm. Tet
Grade II...,..

A bright little piece for tea
/ some valuable practice in touc

1207. Schmid*, J. O.

B

This folio is without spring back or ornam
folio in cloth, with three strings to tie the o
Address
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BTotes and Bemarkg by
Mrasieisuns as ©r.
Weed. Mason, Mr. Wees, ffi, SBaerw®©®!,
Mr. All bent IS. IParaoms, eft®.

It is concise; it is exhausti?- . it is endorsed by most
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of
et a endati >1 of it ha 1 been received from tl m * t
pi ninent r isi ians in more ban twenty differ s <
State 5
It <.
pte is a
si be , »rk *• a >st of
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬
bossed, $1.0® 5 in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper
covers, 00 cents* Address
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“On Teaching and Teaching Beform.” By
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The game, which consists of 48 cards,, can be played by Genius, Success in Professional Tiife, S
any number of players. The object of the game is to
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature
impress on the mind of the players the important events
Heart, Sanctity of Mnsic, Church Mu
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians.
to Pupils, Philosophy of the B
Plea for Music, Value of M
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tion, Expression, Maxims.
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HARRY CLYDE BROOK
IN .'7OXTS

BOOKS:

—The Two-Finger Exercises.
—The Scales Rhythmically Treated.
P FIT III. —Arpeggios Rhythmically Treated.
' - RT IV . — School of Octav® and Bratara
Pfia fing—in f \ laratloinii _

Tssa@P2 abo imrmsiwoss

In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, accordin
Methods.

Studio

Q Euolid A.ve

-

CLEVELA1TD,

Mr. Brooke is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovanni, M

JTJlMISbS M!o lAm!Jk,€JW
- LEIP8IC AND WEIMAR, 1859-62.

P0Ar'YrT; TSAMies,

^b

■-TERMS:.-

§60.00 for twenty one-hour lessons. §30.00 for twenty half
&DD BEfl >:

3? Fort Avenue, or Chlchering’s, 152 Tremont Si,

technic, from the Beginner to the finished artist. Its
W. R H Y S - H E R B E R
distinguishing characteristics are: An active use of the
Miras. SBa©.; ®©M M®«1bIIs45 Bg®2 $
pupil’s mind in technical work, with the resultant rapid
Teaches Harmony., Counterpoin
and thorough development; the application of accents,
JB Y C 6 R R E g", P O N D E N C E.
thus developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch
Pupils prepared for Musical Examinations.
Term
that leads to every variety of tone color and dynamic
Address HAZl El ON, PA.
quantity, and an effective system of velocity practice that
secures the necessary facility and speed of execution.
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS,
All of which, Is applied to the artistic and expressive OTIEA^CIHIEM. OIF IPI^I^OlFO
rendition of musical compositions.
--AND-
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THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

From file Von Biilow Edition.

.PRICE SLBOa

FIKHLY IOUND□

LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION.

The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Biilow
editions, which are published in sheet form, in four
books. This abridged edition can be used in most cases
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬
important ones have been eliminated.
O'*
Address Publisher,
TME®i MIS@@]Elt9
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA

573 Madison Ave.. New York,}Wednec
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as set forth in Thh Normal Musical Handbook, The T
Boot’s New Course in Voice Culture and Singing, etc.
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the great barrier

upon ' Sensitive Piano ToucHj and Wavs and Mean® t-o its
MENT. ' sent free, on application to
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Manufactory, .Wakefield, Mass.
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A complete, durable, and exceedingly practi
tor preparing the hands for key-bow work., W
Sand
circular,
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prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Seed
)r an J jm
is lesrlj expl inec (a hith rto u< elected ARRANGED IN PROGRE
feature). Phrasing Is successfully taught. The whys and
herefo
of e rypoii
e clearly gi <
[any sp« al
There are few really good col
and beautiful Beed Organ Effects are fully illustrated.

Send for a Sampia _Gopy, *

1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa,

structive music. This album w
supplying a need with most te
pieces intended to form the taste
are closely fingered and edited.
the collection cannot be exce
pieces.

We, the publishenpof “ North American Homes/9 in order to increase the circulation of our journal
throughout the United States anti Canada, will spend 1
this year over one hundred tfcsraoaadi'deiiSai’g I
among our new subscribers in the form of an artistic
Crayon Portrait and a handsome frame <as per cut
below), to be made fee® «»ff eh&rg*; for every; new'
subscriber to “North American Homes.” Our
family journal is a monthly pubiication consisting o£
16 pages, filled With the bdst literature of tha day,
by some of the best authors^ and is worthy of-the
reat expense we are doing for it.. Eight yearn ago.!
le New York World had only aboutlojQOO. daily circnlalion; to-day it has over 809,000. This'was obtained by judicious advertisement and a lavish
expendi ture of money. What the proprietor of the iV. K. world has accomplished we feel confi¬
dent of doing ourselves. We have a large capital to draw upon, andthe Han it some premirawa
weare giving you will certainly give us the Ii
?, circulation of any paper in the.world. The
money we are spending now among our subscribers will soon come back to ns in increased cir¬
culation and advertisements. The Crayon Portrait we will have made for you will be executed
by the largest association of artists in this city. Their work is among the finest made, and w®
gaoriinte® you an artistic Portrait and perfect likeness to the origami There is nothing
more useful as well &s ornamental than a handsome framed Crayon Portrait of yourself or any;
member pi your family ; therefore this is a chance in a lifeume to get one already framed
and ready to hang in your parlor absolutely free off sliarg s,

i

g

BEAD THE EOLLOTOTG SEAOT5 30 EATS’ OFFEB:
Send us f 1.50, price for one year Bubscriplioh to ‘‘ North American Homes," and send us also
a photoCTsph.: tintype of daguerrotype 01 yourself or any member of your family,, living or
deadt and we will make you from same ah artistic half life slat Orayon. Portrait, and t t the
t’ortrait>in a good substantial gilt or
£cw;-m.of g inolt noaldlhs ahsa
Ere® of charge; will also furnish.
9

progressive order.

By. Arthur Foote.

Price $1.00,

Specie! Studies m Wests Seales for Pianoforte. By
Fr,
i
a t.
. n an -a •
a.
Stephen A. Emery. Op. 20. Price ip.25.
Method Of Pianoforte Teetolfne. By Charles ButtBchardt, with additions by Arthur roote. Price
$1.00, net.
‘
The Art of Phrasisgo 30 Vocalizes by C. GHoggnerCastelli. Edited by Gb Federlein. Book I, price
$1.50, soprano or tenor, contralto, baritone or
bass. Book II, price $2.50^ soprano or tenor,
contralto.

*•»« auth°r of the method, Mr. A.
already been demonstrated that fa
suits, in the same length of time,
method than by any other. Teache
vould k p aee f- 1 the times s
merits of this system.
New York’s low summer prices
cost of living below that of any of
an(j onr facilities for practice ar
cheaper than can be obtained elsew
F°r further information, terms,
ear^ a ^a*e as P0SS*ble,
TT&SE WDlMCaOfLi PS^kKI©

Progressive Vocal Studies for Medium Vole©.. By __26 W° ‘P** S
Alfred Arthur.
Vocal Method.
net.

Price

75

cents, net.

By Charles E. Tinney.

A

N ew

Price $1.00,

iMe Album for the ©rgan. A collection of Etudes
for the Organ. Selected and arranged in progressive order with Registration, Pedaling, and Fingering carefully indicated. By Everett E. Truette.
• », tn
i
Price $1.60, net.
/
'•
_
,
'
Etude Album for Ylollu. A collection of Etudes for
tt. ,.
a . . ,
.
, .
.
the Violin. Selected and arranged in progressive
order by Charles N. Allen. Price $1.25, net.
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A highly approved edltion and endorged
nent artists
6. W. Chadwick, E A. McDowell, A.M.
Niels W.Gade,Fr. Gerneheim, Alex. Guilm
McFarren, A. C. Mackenzie, William Ma
Reinecke, Dr. Hugo Kiemann, Moritz Rose
Arthur Friedheim, Fanny Bioomfield-Zeis
Copies for Bale by
THEODORE PR

Metiomary of Musical Terms and EEemeiats of MusiCo 1TQ4 Chestnut Street,_

M- Lo“ “d a B- Bro”r°M-er of Mad Foma.

Pri,!e 60
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B„ W. 8. B. Ma,he™, SCHOOL

A Systematic View of the Typical Forms of Mod-<>
era Music. Price 80 cents, n
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Complete Catalogues and Schmidt’s Piano Wm- B‘ Sherwood, Piano.
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